Brown urges condominiums to reduce millage rate in response

By FRANKLIN NEWS
Gulf Breeze News
bjdavis@gulfbreezenews.com

Anyone looking to buy a home in Santa Rosa County or those already owning one can attest that property values were considerable in 2005. The increase in property values means Santa Rosa County is expecting over $3 million in additional property tax revenue this year. In response, County Property Appraiser Grey Brown has recommended to the Board of County Commissioners cutting property tax rates.

“We analyzed the costs and made the cuts,” Brown said.

Tiger Point Golf Club not for sale
Club owners address rumors

By J.D. DAVIS
Gulf Breeze News
jdavis@gulfbreezenews.com

Although Hurricane Ivan damaged the Tiger Point clubhouse nearly two years ago, portions of a blue roof remain as final renovations plans are completed.

“In 2004 we got a facelift by the end of 2006, it will be a complete face lift,” said Allen Newton. Newton has traveled and seen missions all over the world.

“We all understand the costs of a blue roof remain as final renovations plans are completed.”

Bay Street to get facelift

By FRANKLIN NEWS
Gulf Breeze News
bjdavis@gulfbreezenews.com

Hurricane damaged Bay Street should get a facelift by the end of 2006, weather permitting. Plans for the road include lane widening and pavement resurfacing from Corinola Drive to Circle Avenue.

“As everyone most knows, Bay Street was one of the most heavily impacted streets and public roads in Santa Rosa County during both Dennis and Ivan and now the demolition is even more obvious,” said County Commissioner John Breslin, whose district includes Bay Street.

The county plans to widen and resurface the 5.2-year-old road.

Pastor visits underground Chinese churches

By ANITA DOLDERMAN
Gulf Breeze News
nchoderman@gulfbreezenews.com

Allen Newton, pastor of the Community Life Center, recently went on a journey to the People’s Republic of China. While no official missionary group can go to China, one must apply for a tourist visa or create a business, to teach or to visit a friend, Newton and his wife Stephanie had an opportunity to go through a friend at OMS, an Orlando area-based company that manages golf courses all over the world.

According to Leathers, 66 million has been spent renovating Tiger Point along with Hidden Creek and Avalon Hills to provide a complete facelift.

“Tiger Point Golf Club not for sale.”

Additionally, China has a post record when it comes to human rights, individual and collective freedoms.

“Some of the restrictions of a blue roof remain as final renovations plans are completed.”
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Wednesday, July 5
Santa Rosa Island Authority Board of Directors meeting, 4 p.m., 12th floor, City of Pensacola City Hall.

Thursday, July 6
Santa Rosa County Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting, 9 a.m., Santa Rosa County Courthouse.

Same Time, Same Place
The Santa Rosa South office will open at 8:30 a.m. and close at 4:30 p.m. at St. Andrews Episcopal Church, 8401 Trawood Drive, Pensacola, on Thursday, July 6. For further information, contact Nancy at (850) 932-4526 or nancy.marley@msn.com.

Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office Report
Information provided by the Santa Rosa County Sheriff’s Office.
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The consultant’s concerns about reserves

Continued from page 1A

products and services have run.

we must understand the current plight of the property owner who, after years of

did not see the increase in property tax revenue for 2006 will be a long-term solution for the county’s budgeting needs. The county really gives up ownership of property in exchange for a property tax reserve.

The consultants also said there will be an overall 50 percent increase in debt service for the county in the next two or three years. Additionally, they said the board must do a better job of tracking the tax base to keep taxes at the same level.

The governor stressed how the city’s hurricane reserves have been helped more than hurricanes because it has a population of 44,000 people. The town had a substantial decrease in property tax revenue for 2006 and has a large increase in debt service. At the time of the board meeting, Chairman Robert Goodin, Commissioner Tom Sturman and Commissioner Bob Cole said that the city had a substantial decrease in property tax revenue for 2006 and has a large increase in debt service.
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The Gulf Breeze United Methodist Church invites community children to be a part of this summer's exciting Vacation Bible School adventure. Fiesta is a way for kids to learn more about Jesus' love for them through songs, crafts, stories, and the daily Bible story.

This year, the children will be broken into either a kindergarten or first-grade group and a second and third-grade group. GBUMC will be assigning each child to a crew as their application is received, so your child would have a specific friend, please make sure their registration forms are turned in at the same time and stapled together.

If you are interested in enrolling your child for Fiesta VBS, call (850) 932-8986 and have the opportunity to provide your child's information, including what days your child will attend, please contact Children's Ministries at 934-4537.

Fiesta Vacation Bible School will be held from July 10-14 from 9 a.m. to noon at Gulf Breeze Methodist Church, 75 Fairpoint Drive. There is no cost for vacation Bible school.

Meditation offered at Unity of Gulf Breeze

Please join us at Gulf Breeze Sanctuary Church, 815 Gulf Breeze Pkwy #235 on Friday Afternoons from noon to 1 p.m. for meditation. This uplifting experience is led by different people each week for the purpose of meditation, time for relaxation and inspiration. For more information please call 934-1076.

St. Ann Discovery School closed next week for upcoming schedules: Thursday, June 29, 6 p.m. - Scripture and a Slice scripture study with refreshments – Scripture and a Slice scripture study with refreshments – Tuesday, July 3-4 in celebration of Independence Day. 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 5:30 p.m. - Vigil Mass; 4 p.m. – Liturgy of the Word; 5:15 p.m. – Reconciliation Sunday, July 2, Masses 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 1:30 p.m. - Note: The Parish Office will be closed Monday and Friday from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. during the celebration of Independence Day, Monday-Friday, July 3-7.

For more information, please call 932-7840.
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"There’s no doubt that it’s a good things if we could work it out."

— Sean Swiatek
FDOT Operations Engineer

FDOT blocks city traffic light generator efforts

Chris Davis
Gulf Breeze News
chrisdavis@gulfbreezenews.com

To avoid losing power at traffic lights, Gulf Breeze city staff has recommended the use of natural gas generators to ensure safety. However, The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) maintains that there are no certified motto. With the City’s intent on improving the safety of the traveling public, the City City’s traffic system,” said FDOT Operations Engineer Sean Swiatek. He added, “It’s no doubt that it’s a good things if we could work it out. Swiatek further explained that not enough engineering research has been presented to the Department to make a decision. According to Swiatek, a formal proposal hasn’t yet been submitted by the City.

Gulf Breeze Mayor Lane Gilchrist. He agrees with city officials. “This is something that can be done in a lot of other useful things,” said Hatcher, referring to the event of a hurricane when resources, such as city staff and volunteers, can be used in the most efficient manner. The generators would be secured with locks.

Florida Governor Jeb Bush approves ‘In God We Trust’ as official State motto

Gov. Jeb Bush approved House Bill (HB) 1145, by Rep. Greg Evers (R-Baker), designating “In God We Trust” as the official state motto.

Gov. Jeb Bush supports Dr. Zap

“First and foremost this honoree is an American hero,” said Rep. Evers. “He is a role model citizen in our community.” said Rep. Evers. “His distinguished Naval Career, his many civic contributions, and the panache with prude and integrity...
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Ladies involved with ‘GN’ meet community needs

More and more we are recognizing the value of civic clubs in the Gulf Breeze and Pensacola Beach community and to Santa Rosa County as a whole. They serve so many wonderful purposes: peace and fulfill so many desires. One also has a particular purpose. The group is always a few meetings away from the need and so we are about to find a place to meet that need.

That is exactly how the Gulf Breeze Garden Club (GN) got started in early 1998. Ashley Ackley, the founder of the club was Jackie Petronella and Shirley Wilson. The initial goals of the group were to welcome newcomers to the area and provide opportunities to join activities of like interest. As the club evolved, it became an organization that promoted friendship and leisure activities and meet community and local cultural as well.

The club has grown to a social club that has proved its value to the Gulf Breeze community, Santa Rosa County and the Pensacola Beach community. The members work together and play together and are here to stay. They are indeed a special club. If you would like additional information, contact Nancy Wyse at 952-7989 or Ellie Ackley at 954-5740. Their first meeting for the New Year was on Sept. 13, 2006.

Taste of the Latenight

The Gulf Breeze Garden Club, in Penasco, FL, held its last meeting for 2006 on the second Wednesday of the month through May on the second Wednesday of the month at Bay Breeze Inn’s Bon Appetit Restaurant. These meet- ings were timed to coincide and a group to meet for business and enjoy appetizers and entrees. Each meeting offers a social event and a forum for educational or stimulating educational programs.

The Bookends, an independent women’s group, on Pensacola, on Tuesday June 13. They created an open group of book discussion enthusiasts, bridge, bookends, book discussions, book club and meets from September to June. Each member is limited to ten members and meets from September through June. Each member takes turns selecting and guid- ing the discussions of a book. They meet at different restaur- ants and sometimes in mem- ber’s homes.

Civic clubs consist of book discussion enthusiasts, bridge, bookends, book discussions, book club and meets from September to June. Each member is limited to ten members and meets from September through June. Each member takes turns selecting and guiding the discussions of a book. They meet at different restaurants and sometimes in member’s homes.

The board is limited to ten members and meets from September through June. Each member takes turns selecting and guid- ing the discussions of a book. They meet at different restaur- ants and sometimes in mem- ber’s homes.

The board is limited to ten members and meets from September through June. Each member takes turns selecting and guiding the discussions of a book. They meet at different restaurants and sometimes in mem- ber’s homes.

The board is limited to ten members and meets from September through June. Each member takes turns selecting and guiding the discussions of a book. They meet at different restaurants and sometimes in mem- ber’s homes.
As a recent city council meeting, Mayor Luke Gelletly made a speech about how he plans to lobby state’s efforts to enable the city implementation of natural gas generators to control our major traffic lights in the event of a power outage. This lobbying is in response to the concern the city’s residents from the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT).

 thông tin en to the intersections to man the traffic lights with barley- some gas generators. The FDOT’s platform was that basically anything outside of the required 35-foot tall and 30-foot wide (exaggera- tion) box that houses traffic light “mushrooms” would not be in the best interest of the basic traveler, which is my main favorite term for the box. This basic traveler, say a pedestrian trying to cross six lanes of traffic to get to the other side, would be further impeded in that particular space. What about the interim period where I’m driving down the road, and whatever reason, the traffic lights blink on and out and a joyriding Honda dri ver careening down the peri- pteral pedestrian street decides he just don’t feel like it.

Last week the House of Representatives passed HR 11, declaring that the United States Government in War on Terror. The speech was given to us by the esteemed Department who generally give me some great facts, but I must take a note of this: I finally got a chance to chat with a member of the esteemed Department who gave me some great facts, but didn’t sway my vote in any way. So I’d say take a look at my interview with the FDOT’s platform was that basically anything outside of the required 35-foot tall and 30-foot wide (exaggera- tion) box that houses traffic light “mushrooms” would not be in the best interest of the basic traveler, which is my main favorite term for the box. This basic traveler, say a pedestrian trying to cross six lanes of traffic to get to the other side, would be further impeded in that particular space.

What is your opinion about property taxes in Santa Rosa County?

I firmly believe that the city’s reasoning for the traffic lights with cumber- some generators, the department doesn’t even have to take a rep- elling that united the United States....
Gulf Power employees from Plant C, Smith and Schlicht worked cooperatively with the park’s YCC volunteer program organized by the National Park Service for a highly unusual venue for organizations.

"We were trying to find a public area where we could make a good impact. We knew there would still be debris here," said Rob Fenkel, Environmental Affairs Specialist for Gulf Power. "Gulf Power became involved at Naval Live Oaks discovered a plethora of building materials and household items intermixed with the various pristine landscapes of the park including: plywood, pieces of wood, metal, ceramic, tile, Miyak, folding lawn chairs, vinyl siding, golf balls, TV remote controls, a boat trailer and key newspaper. Gulf Power representatives said they collected at least 75 tons of vacant debris from the coastal water and surrounding vegetation.

According to a press release, the Women’s Renew Our Rivers campaign has been successful in the removal of more than five million pounds of litter and man-made debris from the waterways of the Southern Company service area since 2000. The National Park staff is currently gearing up for their annual volunteer effort, International Coastal Clean Up. Prospective volunteers are urged to call (850) 934-2613 or (850) 934-2609 for more details.

Story to speak at Women’s luncheon

The fourth annual Women’s Luncheon is sponsored by the Big Brothers of the Big Sisters of Northwest Florida. The luncheon will be held on Thursday, July 13, at New World Landing (600 South Palafox Street, Pensacola, Fla.) from 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.

Susan Stagg, president and CEO of Gulf Power, will serve as Keynote Speaker for the event and will speak about the opportunities for success and advancement in the electric utility industry and the need for additional women in the workforce.

The Women’s Leadership Luncheon provides an opportunity for personal and professional growth for women in the community. The cost is $20 per person or $15 per table of a minimum of four (4) people.

For more information about advertising in the Gulf Breeze News, please call 930-9986.
Giant watermelon leads to gathering

How many times do you get the chance to see a giant watermelon? It happened to me this month when I went to spend my summers as a child. It was a gift from the local restaurant, where my family would go every day to enjoy the delicious fruit. Many of the church members had brought their watermelons and they were all happy to share. There was a lot of fun about cutting and sharing the big, juicy pieces.

I called my grandmother, and we had a great conversation about the watermelon. She told me how my grandfather had brought his trusty old butcher knife out to the men working on the church. He had so much information to fill up the big, juicy pieces. The windows of the kitchen were all open and there was a lot of activity. I remember one time we were sitting in the kitchen and my grandmother was cutting up the big watermelon. I had even asked her where she put up the kitchen and she told me.

In the United States, approximately 160,000 people die from stroke each year. That's a huge number. Imagine how much pain and suffering could be prevented if we could find a way to prevent strokes. That's where the free stroke screening comes in. It's a very important step that can save lives.

The biggest watermelon I had ever seen was brought into the kitchen, and everyone was so excited. My grandmother, who had lived there for over thirty years, was overjoyed at the sight of it. She had never seen such a large watermelon before.

I called my grandmother, and she helped me into the kitchen. We invited her to the local store, where we bought a big, juicy watermelon and delivered a 50-pound block of it to her. When she saw the watermelon, she was absolutely delighted. She even said that it was the best watermelon she had ever eaten.

Gulf Breeze News

Open House

Bay Beach Inn

What:

Gulf Breeze News will be having their open house on Thursday, March 10th from 4:30-6:30 p.m.

These townhouse on plastic surgery

The new McCollough Plastic Surgery Consumer Information Center is staffed by an experienced surgeon who has been named by Dr. McCollough. The surgeon will be joined by other surgeons experienced in plastic and reconstructive surgery. The office will open a private, confiden-

tial setting where consumers can obtain factual information about surgical and nonsurgical alternatives to improving one's appearance.

In addition to the McCollough Plastic Surgery Consumer Information Center in Gulf Breeze, Ala., there are five other centers in the United States. Each office will soon be open to the public.

The new center in Gulf Breeze is the first of its kind to open in the United States. It will provide a place for consumers to learn about the latest advancements in plastic surgery and nonsurgical alternatives. The center will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

The center will be located at 5140 Gulf Breeze Parkway, Suite 200, Gulf Breeze, Fla. 32563. For more information, call 850-934-6880.
Retirement

So many people I know are always so busy, today, that it is hard for me to plan a vacation. I work watching General Motors in the middle of the afternoon. I had to do some- thing else. But I never did one cross things my entire adult life, so I have really nothing to come to.

Commercials don’t fit. If they take care of themselves, they live forever. We don’t have to worry about who the doctor will be, we laugh it off. But, my mother and I don’t have to get the same.

There are a few goods about who I’m talking to, and every- thing that is supposed to be going on with me. You know who I’m talking to, and alive while I’m living!

I just to be alive; I want to be working. I don’t want to live on the most for enjoyment stop assuming room temperature enjoy life. Not me, I want to want to be so old they can’t and the stats will bear him out him live longer. I’m into that, “what do you do with it all?”

I know some folks that are far mean for me to travel and me to have grandchildren, he you want to be careful about and the momma deal with it.

You can spoil them sugar high and watch his grandkids. This is the best thing. You can have had stored up for 44 movies.

There are six Saturdays and the Angels Airshow, which is set for July 13-15 at Pensacola Beach. This year, Randle expects at least half again or double the crowds from last year. So many people I know are adults, so I never really had to be in adult life, so I have really nothing to come to.

When the time comes to lay down my life for my country, I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

I love you and I will stop you very much. I hope I could be there when Sandy has our baby, but tell me that I love and Lord, I will be coming home soon. Give them a great big hug from me and give you one too yourself.

Happy Fourth of July to all who enjoy and appreciate our freedom.

This letter appeared on the Internet and indi- cates the kind of people we have in the mili- tary that is not true – there is a difference, any- time anyway. You know what Dad? I will never do anything.

I wonder what it would be like to truly understand what I said for my inaugural speech. “When the time comes to lay down my life for my country, I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.”

Please listen to the letter in its entirety. I want to read all the more the US, I want every home reading it. Every eye seeing it. And every heart to feel it. So can you please send this for me? I would but I want to be able to allow while I’m living! For my country, and I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

So can you please send this for me? I would but I want to be able to allow while I’m living! For my country, and I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

The birth of our first born child, I would do it 70

For my country, I do not cower from this respon- sibility. I welcome it.

When the time comes to lay down my life for my country, I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

I love you and I will stop you very much. I hope I could be there when Sandy has our baby, but tell me that I love and Lord, I will be coming home soon. Give them a great big hug from me and give you one too yourself.

Happy Fourth of July to all who enjoy and appreciate our freedom.

This letter appeared on the Internet and indi- cates the kind of people we have in the mili- tary that is not true – there is a difference, any- time anyway. You know what Dad? I will never do anything.

I wonder what it would be like to truly understand what I said for my inaugural speech. “When the time comes to lay down my life for my country, I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.”

Please listen to the letter in its entirety. I want to read all the more the US, I want every home reading it. Every eye seeing it. And every heart to feel it. So can you please send this for me? I would but I want to be able to allow while I’m living! For my country, and I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

So can you please send this for me? I would but I want to be able to allow while I’m living! For my country, and I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.

The birth of our first born child, I would do it 70

For my country, I do not cower from this respon- sibility. I welcome it.

When the time comes to lay down my life for my country, I do not care from this responsibility. I welcome it.
The Rumor Mill Band performs at Captain Funis at the Quietwater Beach boardwalk.

**Game Day July 19 at Our Lady will raise funds for PB Elementary**

Our Lady of the Assumption Mission Church on Pensacola Beach is having a fund-raising event to benefit the Pensacola Beach Elementary School. The "Game Day" will be July 19, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., in Hart Hall at the church. 930 Via De Luna The day of games and friendship are part of the nine-day celebration of the Feast of St. Ann by St. Ann Catholic Church and Our Lady of the Assumption Mission.

The day will include 20 to 25 tables of bridge, canasta, mah-jongg, Uno, and Scrabble, as well as a drawing for a basket of goodies. A light lunch is also provided. Raffle tickets will also be available for $5, said the event co-chair Beverly Ishol. The proceeds of the event will be used to support the mission church on Pensacola Beach.

**Favorite beach businesses returning**

Over time, Pensacola Beach went from a couple hole-in-the wall beach bars to the wide variety of businesses that are present today. From Alvin's island to Peg Leg Pete's, Pensacola Beach has much more to offer than it did 10 years ago. I remember the old rusty Razor Skep where all the locals used to frequent; those were the days. Fifteen years ago, Scott Anderson started up the well-known and beloved restaurant Peg Leg Pete's along with Sidelines Sports Bar. I can't imagine Pensacola Beach without these places! Then, all places there is a Subway, a chain, fast-food restaurant. Makes no sense that even more chain restaurants be coming to Pensacola Beach! Things seem to be getting back to normal with these restaurants and business, with some long waits to get in most places on weekends (most places well worth the wait!). This brings up the Santa Rosa West county thing. People used to either have to go to the beach or into Pensacola to obtain their alcohol, but now they can get it in their country.

**Priority 5**

**Corbin's Corner**

**Grant Corbin**

Will the significantly decrease sales on the beach?

Paddi O'Leary's Seaweed Sandals is a popular bar where many frequent. The new Formativo Boardwalk is also coming to life, with Capt. Fong opening not too long ago. Papa's Pizza, among many other businesses coming back to life. The beach is just about back to pre-Ivan, in my opinion.
Weekly Best Bets

Thursday
8 p.m. on NBC

E! True: Oohs & Ahhs
In an all-new episode of the road-trip reality series, hosts Jeff Dye and Ryan Molloy team up with former NBA player Tim Duncan to hit up the most enticing stores around the country.

9 p.m. on NBC

The Office
In the first of two special episodes, the Scranton branch of Dunder Mifflin prepares to give Michael (Steve Carell) a going-away party - but who will be there to say goodbye to the man who made Dunder Mifflin the greatest place on Earth? This special will air immediately after the season finale of Scrubs.

Saturday
7 p.m. on NBC

How to Lose Friends & Alienate People
Based on the best-selling book by Nicholas Vujicic, this hilarious comedy/drama features Matthew Broderick as a swindler who has been sent to jail and is forced to perform community service to help the underprivileged.

10 p.m. on AMC

The Walking Dead
In the third season of this hit series, the human race is facing a crisis unlike any it has ever seen. The world as we know it is changing, and our heroes' fates are inextricably linked.

10 p.m. on TBS

The Pete Holmes Show
Pete Holmes hosts this talk show that features a mix of stand-up comedians, performers, and other guests. Holmes' aim is to create a space where people can share their stories and ideas in a fun and engaging way.

11 p.m. on HBO2

True Blood
In the final stretch of the fifth season, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and his band play a cross-country tour in a packed city. The tour is the topic of conversation at the band's hotel, and the band members have to face personal and professional challenges.

SUNDAY

6 p.m. on ABC

Nashville
In the final episode of the second season, Rayna James (Connie Britton) faces a difficult decision when she must choose between her career and her family. The show features an all-star cast, including Chris Carmack, Sam Palladio, and Charles Esten.

7 p.m. on NBC

The Voice
In the season finale, the top 3 contestants perform their final songs. Each contestant is judged based on their performance, and the winner is announced.

8 p.m. on AMC

The Walking Dead
In the season finale, the survivors must face their biggest challenge yet as they try to survive in a world that is日益恶化.

9 p.m. on USA

Psych
In the season premiere, the team investigates the death of a wealthy businessman. They must solve the case before the killer strikes again.

10 p.m. on TNT

Agent Carter
Agent Carter (Hayley Atwell) returns to New York City to investigate a series of mysterious occurrences. She must work with her old friend and colleague, Agent Phil Coulson, to uncover the truth.

10 p.m. on NBC

Dateline NBC
In the season finale, the detectives investigate a series of brutal murders. They must piece together the evidence to bring the killer to justice.

Monday

7 p.m. on ABC

Nashville
The final episode of the second season. The characters face their biggest challenges yet as they try to survive in a world that is日益恶化.

8 p.m. on AMC

The Walking Dead
In the season finale, the survivors must face their biggest challenge yet as they try to survive in a world that is日益恶化.

9 p.m. on USA

Psych
In the season premiere, the team investigates the death of a wealthy businessman. They must solve the case before the killer strikes again.

10 p.m. on TNT

Agent Carter
Agent Carter (Hayley Atwell) returns to New York City to investigate a series of mysterious occurrences. She must work with her old friend and colleague, Agent Phil Coulson, to uncover the truth.

10 p.m. on NBC

Dateline NBC
In the season finale, the detectives investigate a series of brutal murders. They must piece together the evidence to bring the killer to justice.

11 p.m. on HBO2

True Blood
In the final stretch of the fifth season, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and his band play a cross-country tour in a packed city. The tour is the topic of conversation at the band's hotel, and the band members have to face personal and professional challenges.

Tuesday

7 p.m. on ABC

Nashville
In the season finale, Rayna James (Connie Britton) faces a difficult decision when she must choose between her career and her family. The show features an all-star cast, including Chris Carmack, Sam Palladio, and Charles Esten.

8 p.m. on AMC

The Walking Dead
In the season finale, the survivors must face their biggest challenge yet as they try to survive in a world that is日益恶化.

9 p.m. on USA

Psych
In the season premiere, the team investigates the death of a wealthy businessman. They must solve the case before the killer strikes again.

10 p.m. on TNT

Agent Carter
Agent Carter (Hayley Atwell) returns to New York City to investigate a series of mysterious occurrences. She must work with her old friend and colleague, Agent Phil Coulson, to uncover the truth.

10 p.m. on NBC

Dateline NBC
In the season finale, the detectives investigate a series of brutal murders. They must piece together the evidence to bring the killer to justice.

11 p.m. on HBO2

True Blood
In the final stretch of the fifth season, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and his band play a cross-country tour in a packed city. The tour is the topic of conversation at the band's hotel, and the band members have to face personal and professional challenges.

Wednesday

7 p.m. on ABC

George Lopez: Finally Famous
In this one-hour special, George Lopez returns to his hometown of Cleveland, Ohio, to team up with his old high school friends for a special reunion. The special also features guest appearances by Lucy and Desi Arnaz.

8 p.m. on AMC

The Walking Dead
In the season finale, the survivors must face their biggest challenge yet as they try to survive in a world that is日益恶化.

9 p.m. on USA

Psych
In the season premiere, the team investigates the death of a wealthy businessman. They must solve the case before the killer strikes again.

10 p.m. on TNT

Agent Carter
Agent Carter (Hayley Atwell) returns to New York City to investigate a series of mysterious occurrences. She must work with her old friend and colleague, Agent Phil Coulson, to uncover the truth.

10 p.m. on NBC

Dateline NBC
In the season finale, the detectives investigate a series of brutal murders. They must piece together the evidence to bring the killer to justice.

11 p.m. on HBO2

True Blood
In the final stretch of the fifth season, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and his band play a cross-country tour in a packed city. The tour is the topic of conversation at the band's hotel, and the band members have to face personal and professional challenges.
Concertgoers can look forward to songs many of us grew up with, like “Lost That Loving Feeling,” “Do You Believe in Magic” at tonight’s Swingin’ Sweet Sixties concert in Seville Square.

The ‘Swingin’ Sweet Sixties’ concert at Evenings in Olde Seville Square tonight.

The Reunion Band is ready to give our community a night of music and invite you to join them on Thursday, July 6, from 7:30-9:30, outside the Pensacola Artel Gallery. June 29 at the next Evenings in Olde Seville Square. This local band is well known for their catchyoves tonights of rock and roll classics. Years in the business has made them a fan favorite.

Don’t worry about the crowd watching. We want you to bring their dancing shoes,” said Bill Harrell, lead singer of the Reunion Band.
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Worst of all, you don’t care a bit about the characters. In every Pixar film, whether the hero is an old toy, a fish, a bug or even a monster, you felt an emotional connection. Not so in “Cars.”

I've never seen a Pixar film I didn't adore. Honestly, if this weren’t a rental, I would have given it back in the town for a few days and let it roast like a Porsche (Bonnie Hunt) who begs for a return to the slower, simpler life of the late-1940s and ’50s. During his stay, McQueen learns valuable lessons about friendship and sharing and other important stuff kids should learn.

Or would learn if you can keep them awake. Honestly, if this weren’t a Pixar film, I would have given it two stars. With the exception of the opening race scene and the race at the end of the film, there’s no reason to see this movie in the theater. Trust me, this is a rental.

GRADE: C

(c) 2006 King Features Synd., Inc.
The dining preferences when Gulf Breeze goes out to eat!

ABOVE: Chicken Tikka Masala, like many Indian meals is complex, with several subtle flavors. Americans are most familiar with the use of fresh and pungent spices is always central to the craft.

LEFT: Chopped peans and panner are central to Indian dishes of many types, but this Muller Panner uses green peas instead. Puran is an Indian cheese similar to pressed ricotta.

Photos by Tony Tye / Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

Regional dishes dazzle with fresh flavors, textures and colors

By Amy McConnell

The spoonful of Indian mango-tamarind pickle I just tasted might just tempt you to sea-son your own cooking with some of the dazzling flavors of India’s regional cuisines. We hope you try the recipes included here from Camilla Panjabi’s “50 Great Curries of India.”

MALABAR SHRIMP CURRY

Koshy Kuruvilla, Spinney’s

Serves 2, and recipe can be doubled

Kerala style: Kerala is located on the country’s southern coast and shows that influence in its pungent spices and in tropical flavors of coconut milk and ginger.

1 cup fresh grated coconut or 1 can (14 ounces) coconut milk
1 tablespoon turmeric powder
1 tablespoon coriander powder
1 tablespoon cumin powder
1 tablespoon red chili powder
1 tablespoon tamarind water
2 chopped tomatoes
2 shallots
2 chopped onions
2 garlic cloves
3 whole dried red chilies
2 inches ginger
1/2 teaspoon mustard seeds
1/2 teaspoon black peppercorns
1/2 teaspoon cumin powder
1/2 teaspoon garam masala
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon turmeric
1/4 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons oil

In a shallow pan with a han-dle, heat the oil and add the spices. When they start to pop, add 10 curry leaves, and set aside water.

Strain out tamarind pulp in 1/2 cup of warm water in a large saucepan or over low heat. When hot, add the sliced chilies, wait for 30 sec-onds, then add remaining 6 curry leaves and after 10 sec-onds, pour over shrimp. Cover with lid and let this aromatic infused oil seep into the curry for a few minutes. Serve with white rice.

CHICKPEA CURRY (URUCAN OR ChAUR)

Serves 6 or a main course, or 8 as a side dish

Shindhi style: The Shindhis who emigrated from Pakistan after the 1947 Partition, mostly settling in Bombay, now Mumbai. Chickpeas are popular in India’s northern regions, and in Pakistan and Afghanistan. This dish can be served with roti, rice or broad as a main dish, or on the side instead of roti, a浏览 dis that is often made of Indian flour.

1/3 cup dried chickpeas
3 large onions
2 medium tomatoes, skinned and seeded
5 cloves
2 cinnamon or bay leaves
5 peppercorns
3 heaped teaspoons ground turmeric
1/2 teaspoon ground garam masala
1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper
3 tablespoons oil

Drain and reserve cooking liquid. In a separate cooking pot, place chickpeas and soaking liquid in 5 cups of water. Chop 2 of the onions and overnight in 5 cups of water. Chop 2 of the onions and 3/4 teaspoon dried mango powder and stir and cook until tender. Add salt to taste at the end of cooking.

Add turmeric, garam masala, coriander and cumin powders, tomato puree and saute for a few minutes.

Puree the onion, ginger and garlic. Puree the ingredients in a blender.

Heat the oil and add the pureed onion, stirring for 5 to 7 minutes. Add ginger, garlic and sliced onions and saute, stirring for 5 to 7 minutes. Add the sliced red chillies and red chili powder, turmeric, coriander and cumin powders. Add 2 tablespoons water and let spice powders cook for a further 2 minutes, stirring so they do not stick to pan.

Add chopped tomatoes, 1/2 cup of water and the tamarind water. Turn heat down and let it simmer for 5 minutes. Then add coconut milk and salt and stir. If you want a super-smooth curry, strain it instead. Again for sea-soning. Add shrimps and cook over gentle heat until done. Shrimps cook quickly; this should only take 2 to 3 minutes.

Thirdly, after a few seconds (to let their flavor into the oil), add the sliced shallots, wait for 30 seconds, then add remaining 6 curry leaves and after 10 sec-onds, pour over shrimp. Cover with lid and let this aromatic infused oil seep into the curry for a few minutes. Serve with white rice.

ONIONS, FISH AND GINGER CURRY

Malabar style: Kerala and its pungent spices and tropical flavors of coconut milk and ginger.

1/4 teaspoon mustard seeds
1/4 teaspoon black peppercorns
1/2 teaspoon coriander powder
2 heaped teaspoons grated ginger
16 curry leaves
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 whole dried red chiles
2 tablespoons oil

Add mustard seeds, black peppercorns, coriander powder, grated ginger, and 16 curry leaves to the pan. Heat the oil and add the spices. When they start to pop, add 10 curry leaves, and set aside water.

Strain out tamarind pulp in 1/2 cup of warm water in a large saucepan or over low heat. When hot, add the sliced chilies, wait for 30 sec-onds, then add remaining 6 curry leaves and after 10 sec-onds, pour over shrimp. Cover with lid and let this aromatic infused oil seep into the curry for a few minutes. Serve with white rice.

CHICKPEA CURRY (URUCAN OR CHAUR)

Serves 6 as a main course, or 8 as a side dish

Shindhi style: The Shindhis who emigrated from Pakistan after the 1947 Partition, mostly settling in Bombay, now Mumbai. Chickpeas are popular in India’s northern regions, and in Pakistan and Afghanistan. This dish can be served with roti, rice or broad as a main dish, or on the side instead of roti, a浏览 dis that is often made of Indian flour.

1/3 cup dried chickpeas
3 large onions
2 medium tomatoes, skinned and seeded
5 cloves
2 cinnamon or bay leaves
5 peppercorns
3 heaped teaspoons ground turmeric
1/2 teaspoon ground garam masala
1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper
3 tablespoons oil

Drain and reserve cooking liquid. In a separate cooking pot, place chickpeas and soaking liquid in 5 cups of water. Chop 2 of the onions and overnight in 5 cups of water. Chop 2 of the onions and 3/4 teaspoon dried mango powder and stir and cook until tender. Add salt to taste at the end of cooking.
**Gulf Breeze hosts 10-under State Dizzy Dean Tournament**

**BY JASON THOMPSON**

Gulf Breeze News
jason.thompson@gulfbreezenews.com

Shoreline Park hosted the Dizzy Dean 10-under state tournament over the weekend. Eleven teams from as near as Pensacola (and Gulf Breeze, who got an at-large bid due to their hot start) and as far as St. Petersburg showed up for the double elimination tournament, which started Saturday and ended Tuesday.

Each player received a free meal of a hamburger, chips and a drink, courtesy of the City of Gulf Breeze Friday after the opening ceremonies. Gulf Breeze won its first two games before losing to Panama City in a winner’s bracket game 4-2 Sunday.

The following is a game-by-game recap of the tournament:

**Saturday**

Game 1 Tallahassee Nationals 11 vs. Navarre 1

Tallahassee held Navarre to just one run on five hits to win its opening round game.

Game 2 Graham Handshock and Benjamin Whalen both scored twice as the win.

**Sunday**

Game 1 Gulf Breeze Blue 6 vs. Crestview 5

The hosts Breakers nearly lived up to their name in their opener as Creveaux’s rally from 6-1 down in the final inning came up short.

Game 2 Gulf Breeze 6, Creveaux 5

Cooper Jones fires to the plate during Gulf Breeze’s 6-5 win over Creveaux Saturday. (Jason Thompson/Gulf Breeze News)

**Hicks wins City of Pensacola Junior Golf Championship**

Sarah Hicks of Gulf Breeze won the City of Pensacola Junior Golf Championship at Osceola Municipal Golf Course June 16-17.

Hicks, age 13, entered the 16-18 year old age division to compete for the Girls Overall Win and an exemption into the Jerry Pate Andrews Institute, American Junior Golf Association’s Southern Junior Golf Championship to be held at A.C. Reed Golf Course.

Sarah is the youngest junior to win the tournament. She shot two consecutive 4 over 78’s with a 1 under par 55 on the last 9 holes for a total of 152 for the two day tournament.

She has been competing in golf since 1999, winning her first tournament at six years old. The eighth grader at Gulf Breeze Middle School is looking forward to the opportunity to play for GBHS in 2007-2008 and to earn a scholarship for college.

Hicks credits her golf coach, Jack Bloom, for bringing her game around and the GPJA/First Tee for teaching the importance of sportsmanship and honor on and off the course. Sarah has been a golfer all year long this year and hopes to try out through the remaining season.
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be on Wednesdays, July 5.

Surfboards will be provided, but campers are required to bring their own sunscreen and snacks. Campers must also be at least age 6 or older.

For more information, call the Surf City Surf Shop at (932) 8986 or visit www.surfcitysurfshop.com.

**GISTA looking for mixed doubles tennis players**

Tennis players of all levels of mixed doubles are needed for the 2023 Gulf Breeze. Sides are also needed. Cost is $20 for six-week sessions or $10 for three-week sessions on Wednesdays, or both days.

Please contact Mandy Bailey or Sandy for more information. (932) 8986.

**Sunday Tennis Fun**

**Bunch plays at 5 p.m.**

**Bunch will be back on summer shores at Shoreline Park.**

**Play begins at 5 p.m.**

All ages and levels of tennis players are welcome. No partner is required for this informal group of mixed doubles. Bring a can of balls.

For more information, call Shae Kummert at (912) 926-2021.

**Ronald McDonald House Breaker**

**5K July 4**

The Ronald McDonald Housebreaker 5K is in July 4 at 7:30 a.m. at Seville Quarter. Registration costs $15 through June 12; $17 from June 13-20 and $20 on race day (late registration ends July 2 at 6 a.m. for pick up at race start). July 4 from 4-7 p.m. at Seville Quarter. Packet pickup is Monday, July 3 from 4-7 p.m. at Seville Quarter. For more information, call Shae Kummert at (850) 926-5972 or 261-2113.

**Lower the price you pay for electricity and that’s good for you and the environment**

**Enjoy choice, and that’s good for you and the environment**

You conserve energy when you choose from the many plans offered by Gulf Power. (850) 932-8986 or visit www.gulfpower.com.

**Advantage weekly in**

Gulf Breeze News

Call 932-8986 for details

You can control the energy for everything around the house. Except kids. To find out how you can tame money and energy with:

- Residential
- Property 
- Short turn-around
- Commercial
- Free installation, free
- Free outage notification
- Surge protection, and
- Subs are also needed.

**Lady Dolphins excel as Disney Six Sun Tourney**

United in the semifinals: Ashley Schermerhorn, Cayla Plant and Welsh all scored goals. Welsh scored twice in a 2-1 win over the eventual champions. Welsh, Schermerhorn and Meghan Kelly all scored goals in Dazz’s 5-0 opening round win over the Orlando Orange. Also playing for the Gray squad were Carly Lucher, Taylor Sansom, Anne Preston and Emily Brooks.

The Lightning defeated Bayside-Navy 3-1 in a semifinal match. Kristin Barba led the game for Bayside.

In the quarterfinals, Navy beat White 1-0, 2-1 in penalty kicks. Haley Gloss was credited with the game-winning goal. Jennifer Wells and Brittany Boly both scored PKs for the Navy and White teams, respectively.

Steele Robles, who led all GHHS players with six goals, scored both goals in Navy’s 2-5 win over Winners. Robles scored all four goals in Navy’s 4-2 win over the Ocala Lightning Gold. Also on the Navy squad were Kenzie Lawe, Colleen Eastburn, Megan Eastburn, Lindsey Amari and Bianca Takes.

The White squad got two goals from Pyle in their 4-4 tie with the Ocala Lightning Black. Emily Tryon and Jessica Majewski also scored for the White team, who lost 3-0 to the Ocala Lightning Black.

Also on the White team were Sarah Randle, Lauren Fleming, Kayli Hawk, Kaiti Patterson and Brynne Headley.
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**King Mack Tournament comes to Pensacola Beach**

**By Jason Thompson**

Gulf Breeze News

Anglers as many as 200 boats took part in the 25th annual Bud Light King Mack and Cobia Tournament and the fourth annual Digital USA Digital/Snell In-Shore Classic.

Seventy seven boats entered the In-Shore Classic, while 124 entered the King Mack/Cobia Tournament. Weigh-ins for the two-day tournament were at Pensacola Beach results are as follows:

**2006 Bud Light King Mack-Cobia**

**Tournament Results**

- **King Mack**
  - 1. Earl Butteridge - Sea Hagg - 59.43
  - 2. James Hoisam - My Dinghy - 53.58
  - 3. Linda McIntyre - Daybreaker - 52.13
  - 4. Ritchie Byrd - Byrd Dog - 46.24
  - 5. Matthew Hard - Reel Planning - 43.13

- **Cobia**
  - 1. JP Wibbels Jr - The Pea Wee Bird - 31.65
  - 3. Jason Thompson - Pensacola Breeze - 24.58
  - 4. Ritchie Byrd - Byrd Dog - 22.08
  - 5. David Haidt - Reel Planning - 20.88

For more information, visit www.gulfbreezenews.com

---

**Sports**

**King Mack Tournament**

Above: Addie Sailer closes in on current player Ross Sakey. Below: Current player Stephanie Hoelscher puts pressure on alumni Kaley Morris, who scored two goals in their 6-4 win over the current GBHS players.

**Early leaders**

Matt Beeler (left), Nick Bowler (center) and Brandon Hicks, aboard the boat Nameless, for Pound, holds up his 22.44 pound cobia he caught Saturday during the Bud Light King Mack/Cobia Tournament. Also pictured are Josh Scapin (left) and Daniel Meredith. Swindell’s 16.09 not snapper won that category.

**Pound for pound - a lot of fish**

Mark Beeler, the Federal National Marine Fisheries Service’s Jr. Angler (center), of the boat Pound for Pound, holds up his 22.44 pound cobia he caught Saturday during the Bud Light King Mack/Cobia Tournament. Also pictured are Josh Scapin (left) and Daniel Meredith. Swindell’s 16.09 not snapper won that category.

**Big catch**

Marvin Machesky, age 12, of Pensacola Beach brought in this 5.28 pound redfish Saturday, which at the time, was the third biggest on the leaderboard. Jason Thompson/Gulf Breeze News

---

**These Pros Know!**

If a person is arrested, does it really make a difference if he pleads guilty or no contest? - Terance A Gross

I heard that the number one brand in the whole world is Marlboro, is that true? - Nevin Shaffer

It is not any more but it used to be! It is still up there, but it is not the number one brand anymore according to some surveys, which are one reason people in Florida will still be buying Marlboro. Coca-Cola is going to try to keep in mind that their brand may not yet be worth that much but every brand has value. One measure of this is what you spend on advertising.

---

**GULF BREEZE SPORTS AND SCHOOL COVERAGE**

**Adviser:**

Kenny King/Gulf Breeze News
went 3-for-4 with a double, a Shalimar, while Travis Tikell singled and scored twice for the Nationals. Madden went 2-for-3 and scored once for the Nationals. Reid Chavez singled and scored for Bill Bond. Jason Thompson/Gulf Breeze News

---

Continued from Page 1c

with a double for Onslow who benefited from nine Gulf Breeze walks. Game 3: Pinellas Park 14, Lynn Haven 1: Austin Ray had two home runs, including a grand slam, and drove in six to lead Pinellas Park over Lynn Haven. Michael Rivers went 2-for-3 for the winners, while Cory Hart and Cody Stewart both scored twice for Pinellas. Jason Hernandez scored the lone run for Lynn Haven, while Scott Wallace had the lone base hit.

Game 4 Gulf Breeze 10, Shalimar 7: Myrtle Grove 7: Myrtle Grove, who defeated Gulf Breeze in the championship of their district tournament a couple of weeks ago, led 7-2 after four innings before the Brokers stormed back with eight in the fifth. Gulf Breeze scored both of its third inning runs with two outs. Jones doubled to score Ben Davis, who walked, before Bub Diaz singled to score Jones. Mickey Jones, who went 2-for-4 for Mistletoe, hit a three-run triple to cap the Eagles six-run fourth inning. Gulf Breeze scored 13 runs to the plate in the decisive fifth inning. Alvaro singled to lead off the inning, then singled later in the inning to drive in a run. Raynes also had two hits in the inning, the scoring of which also doubled. Davis’s two-run single was the hit of the inning. He came in scoring on a double and scored once. Hawkins also had an RBI single and scored twice.

Diaz struck out three in the first inning and also went 3-4 at the plate, scoring once. Davis and Jones both scored twice. Jones also got the win in relief, pitching 1 2/3 innings. Davis went the final 2 1/3 innings to pick up the win.

Jake Durant went 2-for-3 and scored once for Myrtle Grove, while Ryan Gauci scored twice. Game 7 Pinellas Park 12, Tallahassee Bulldogs: 2: Bub Diaz got the win in the inning. Ryan Fetsko scored twice.

Florida Dizzy Dean vice president Jim Lively speaks to the crowd during Opening Ceremonies Friday. In the background is Parks and Recreation Director Rod Pulley.

---

Eric Wells

State: Eleven teams participate in Dizzy Dean Tournament

---

Gulf Breeze News

---

Results

Continued from Page 4c:

2006 USA Digital/Nextel In-\Shell Classic Results

1. Blake Norwood - Bump N Run - 6.03 lbs
2. Ryan Fetsko - Reel Gill - 5.12 lbs
3. James Pfieffer - Honey Hole - 5.08 lbs
4. Jay Capps - Stand 'Em Up - 4.78 lbs
5. Chad Skeeles - Shallow Park in the top of the sixth. Gulf Breeze errors also helped Pinellas Park squeak out a win beautifully laid bunts helped Gulf Breeze eliminate Shalimar. Jacob Ferguson went 3-for-3 and scored twice for Pinellas Park. Phillip Atkinson went 2-for-3 and scored twice for Myrtle Grove. Guaci also scored twice in the loss.

Game 14 Bill Bond 11, Shalimar 3: After falling behind 3-0 after a half inning, Bill Bond rallied off 11 unanswered to eliminate Shalimar. McGhee went 5-4-5 and scored three times, while Jonathan Richmond went 3-4 and scored twice. Brooks Stuber scored twice in the win, while Tikell and Robbie Gilpatrick both had two hits.

Reid Chaver singled and scored for Shalimar, while Madden walked and scored.

Jason Thompson/Gulf Breeze News

---

Bisk basebal commissioner in between games Saturday

Jay Ford
Well, the United States got eliminated from the World Cup by a country that probably still doesn’t know the difference between indoor plumbing.

When the World Cup draw came out, I like many, thought Ghana would be the easiest of the three matches. After getting routed by the Czech Republic, the Americans put on a spirited performance to tie the Italians 1-1.

So, I guess the moral of this story is — don’t judge a book by its cover.

Point #1 - The Ghanians did something the Americans couldn’t — beat the Czech Republic (with a goal differential of plus-5). The Czechs beat the USA 3-0, lost to Ghana 2-0.

Point #2 - After a closer look at the Ghana roster, they do have some good players, led by Michael Essien.

Essien is a midfielder for Chelsea, the best team in English Premier League. The past two seasons, the U.S. has two players on that roster.

Fulham team - Brian McBride and Carlos Bocanegra. Fulham was 12th out of 20 teams in the EPL, last year.

In addition to Essien, Ghana has players on rosters in France, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy and Germany — all of which make it the second round of this year’s Cup. As much as I hate to say, Major League Soccer in the USA is not as strong as the English Premier League, the German Bundesliga, the Italian Serie A or any other class soccer league in the world. For the US to get now to the world soccer stage, either we’ll have to continue to “outsource” our best talent or have players like Ronaldinho, David Beckham and Zinedine Zidane to come to MLS to play.

That’s not going to happen.

And as the role of sounding like ourypress is not to vote for many sports fans in America care about or getting better in the world’s most popular sport. The Americans are (left, front to back): Maddy Buxton, Kelsea Naggatz, Molly Williams and sponsor Margie Timmons. Right (front to back): Daniel Lynch, Caroline Atkinson, Brandon Timmons and Jordan Lee.

Well the husband of Posh Beckham (England) — [name redacted] — is whose name I don’t have. We’ll have to find out in 30 minutes, then relegate it to some other platform on the internet.

Look for EPL stars to shine in the tournament. Benzema will take on Portugal.

Argentina Friday morning, with Tevez (who ironically, plays for one of the best clubs in the world, surgery and fat by some media outlets.

That’s not going to happen.

As for the rest of the Cup, as time runs out, we’ll have to start thinking about the next country.

Putting an end to the critics

A pair of international stars appear to have silenced some of their critics in recent days.

Beckham (England) - The criticism of arguably the most recognizable footballer in the world has been of a personal nature. The 31-year-old, who was red carded in a crucial match in the 1998 World Cup, as well as his family, has been tabloid fodder since the Cup started.

Well the husband of Posh Spice got the last laugh in scoring the long overdue first kick in England’s 6-0 win over Ecuador in Rosario (Argentina) — The winner of the 1998 Cup’s Golden Shoe award, awarded to the best player in the Cup, has been called out of shape and fat by some media outlets.

The 20-year-old scored twice in the second half in the [name redacted] in their final group game.

Act Now! Opportunity is Limited.

In celebration of our nation’s independence and in appreciation for all that you, our customers, have done for Peoples First Community Bank, we’re offering a high-powered Certificate of Deposit special. Take advantage of this offer by stopping at any Peoples First Community Bank branch office during Independence Day week (July 3, 5, 6 or 7). The Fourth of July CD Special is reserved for people who have or open a Peoples First checking account; $5,000 minimum investment required.

As together we mark our nation’s independence, may we all give thanks for our freedoms and our leaders who have made in bringing about the great country we are fortunate to live in today. Their contributions should never be forgotten.

All of us at Peoples First wish you a safe and happy holiday.

May God continue to bless America.
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4.9% for 60 Months!

**Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles**

- **2005 FORD ESCAPE**
  - PW, PT
  - 24K Miles
  - $17,995

- **2005 FORD TAURUS**
  - PW, Super Clean, PT, 21K Miles
  - $12,995

- **2005 FORD FIVE-HUNDRED**
  - Moon Roof, Leather, 19K Miles
  - $18,995

- **2003 Toyota Tundra**
  - XCV, + V8
  - 45K Miles
  - $19,995

- **2003 VW BEETLE Turbo**
  - Great Fuel Mileage, 44K Miles
  - $16,995

- **2002 JEEP WRANGLER Sahara**
  - Hard Top, 44K Miles
  - $19,995

- **2003 NISSAN FRONTIER**
  - 53K Miles
  - $19,995

- **2004 TOYOTA CAMRY**
  - 29K Miles
  - $18,995

- **2005 FORD F-150 Crew Cab**
  - FX4, Lariat, 54K Miles
  - $21,995

- **2003 FORD EXPLORER Sport Trac**
  - XLT, 14K Miles
  - $16,995

- **2005 FORD EXPLORER**
  - XLT, 36K Miles
  - $10,995

- **2005 TOYOTA CAMRY**
  - 17K Miles
  - $19,995

- **2002 FORD EXPLORER Sport Trac**
  - 20K Miles
  - $19,995

- **2005 VW PASSAT**
  - 37K Miles
  - $18,995

- **2002 FORD THUNDERBIRD**
  - 45K Miles
  - $26,995

- **2005 FORD FOCUS**
  - 21K Miles
  - $11,995

- **2005 FORD F-150**
  - 21K Miles
  - $18,995

**OPEN EVERY SUNDAY**

**FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE!**

We're Committed to Customer Satisfaction!

Gulf Breeze Ford

Your Community Dealership

2665 Gulf Breeze Pkwy.
www.gulfbreezeford.com

Sales Hours:
M-F 8:30-8, Sat 8:30-7, Sun Noon-5
Service Hours: M-F 7-6, Sat. 8-4

6 Year/75,000 Mi. Warranty

Prices are good until June 29, 2006. Some vehicle prices include Ford bonus cash, which requires you to qualify to finance with Ford. Sale price is plus tax, fees, and dealer installed options. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Pictures are for illustration purposes.
Wild edibles

By Krystal Onner
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

Peter Gian has been referred to as "The King of the Dandelion" and "The Wizard of Weeds," but he doesn't mind. He just wants you to stop killing those weeds and start eating them.

"Quite often of the weeds we're killing in our lawns were brought here as "veggies,"" he said. "There is a trend now that we spend so much time trying to eradicate those plants when they are so good for us, according to Gian. Lamb's-quarter, purslane, viens, checkwheat and dandelions are all incredible nutrients, he said. "They add this "twist" to vegetables and are just incredible. Those that are healthiest are those that are eating weeds," said Gian, who builds a dungeon from bowies, moves to the countryside and is the director of Wilderness Arts Center in Ellington, Conn.

"If I showed them how to use them, and to help themselves to some free fresh ingredients," Gian said.

"As a teenager I remember tramping the logging camps of northern California. After we got paid, we'd head to the backyard, drink and applications. Gian found his first "weed" at a school where he taught English to mostly poor students who were born in China. "I decided it was an offer to spread the good in childhood."

"My father died when I was 9 and I lived with my family while I was at school." Gian said.

"And his brother would roam the fields picking what they could find, and they helped themselves to some "free food,"" Gian said.

"It was then that he began his crusade for dandelions, forming the Dandelion Crusaders, which brought him much fame and freedom from the court, Gian said.

"The journey was a health awakening," Gian said. "It was bring them many more "veggies," of which they are the up-and-coming photo finishers.

"The fish is filled with some tourists, and dandelions contain some of the earliest we have eaten carrots, high in potassium, iron, calcium, and fiber, among others." Gian pointed out the many benefits of dandelions.

"I was lucky," Gian said. "My grandparents had saved money for me to open a little E. J. groceries store." Gian's sons,Corey, are a hair stylist and Milan, his Chihuahua, says the support "It's not right, it's not all right, it's not all right." Gian says. "It's all right, it's OK to be alone, to be financially responsible."

"I just decided, if I have to eat pasta for the rest of my life, I will," Gian said. "But the experience of having a mortgage made her realize, "all these years I'd been wasting money," because "I didn't change my life that much. You just think about planning ahead more." Gian, whose only roommate is Milan her Chihuahua, says the support of her family, who help her with home repairs and decorating projects, has been important. "Home ownership has given her an increased sense of independence. "It's made me feel that it's all right, it's OK to be alone, to be single," she says.

"Single women accounted for 21 percent of all home sales in 2005, up from 14 percent in 1995, and 10 percent in the mid-90s, according to Walter Metzler, a spokesman for the National Association of Realtors. Single women have always been the second-largest segment of homebuyers, after married couples, and single women purchase homes at about twice the Coast LIFESTYLES

Proudly presents our
our community

Yossy Grant, a single mother and schoolteacher in Providence, R.I., was tired of paying high rent in the city. She wasn't ready to move to the suburbs. So she bought a townhouse and joined an increasing segment of the homebuying market — single women.

After married couples, single women are the top homebuyers

By Christopher Dunn
The Providence Journal

Yossy Grant. Yi, a single public-school teacher in Providence, R.I., was tired of "throwing my money away" on rent. She liked living in the city, where she had saved a nest egg, but was ready to stop killing those weeds and start eating them.

Grant, who teaches first grade, has had another big change in his life recently. Her first child, a girl named Lexi, was born a few months ago. But a second home in Bristol, R.I., their hometown.

The house went on the market. A mortgage specialist, and "we did the commitment, Francis says. The house "I'm going to buy it." "I was so scared" of the financial commitment, Francis says. The house cost $210,000. But she went to a mortgage specialist, and "we did the paperwork over and over until it worked." Francis was able to buy the house with money down, and when she refinanced recently, she had enough equity to do away with mortgage insurance.

Francis has made a lot of changes to the house. She and a friend installed hardwood flooring on the entire first floor, and a bathroom has been updated. "It's all right, it's OK to be alone, to be financially responsible." Gian said.

"I just decided, if I have to eat pasta for the rest of my life, I will," Gian said. "It's all right, it's OK to be alone, to be financially responsible." Gian said.

"I just decided, if I have to eat pasta for the rest of my life, I will," Gian said. "It's all right, it's OK to be alone, to be financially responsible." Gian said.
Continued from Page 1D

sensitive. Night temperatures in pollination and fruit set, is very related to temperature. This is a reason that this happens is buying power is increasing," Bullock says. "The traditional time (to collect) is August, but the harvest period can extend into September and early October. It's very important to harvest the tomatoes when they're ripe and ready to pick. The leaves should be dry and the stem should be firm. If the tomatoes are still green, they won't turn red until they're stored under proper conditions."

SINGING: Women who marry also tend to out-live their husbands in many cases. As we live longer, women are more likely to outlive their husbands. For this reason, single women are more likely to be homeowners than married women. According to the United States Census Bureau, in 2018, 52% of married women were homeowners, compared to 57% of single women. This is because women who are single are more likely to purchase homes on their own, rather than with a husband or partner. As a result, single women are more likely to rely on government programs and assistance to purchase homes, whereas married women are more likely to use their own savings and assets to purchase homes. This is because married women are more likely to have higher incomes and higher levels of education, which allow them to purchase homes on their own. As a result, single women are more likely to rely on government programs and assistance to purchase homes, whereas married women are more likely to use their own savings and assets to purchase homes. This is because married women are more likely to have higher incomes and higher levels of education, which allow them to purchase homes on their own.
Try tips from Page 1D growths, maintain soil moisture, stabilize soil temperatures, and water properly. * Water properly. Don't water regularly or for only a few periods of time. During so called plant leaves water near the soil surface. Instead, deep soil water your plants or trees in one or two good deep soaks as needed to help them get established. And water early in the morning to give them a chance to dry during the day. * Minimize Maintenance. Cut back on fertilizers and prune only when necessary. * Fertilizing and pruning cause plants to produce tender, succulent growth, which bring bugs prefer most. * Try to get the garden regular or when you spend just 10 minu- takes place around your lawn and gardens — say, early in the morning, while you might stop and pull a few weeds, spot a plant mite or two, or pick a cup of coffee or right before you head out for the day. * Minimize Maintenance. Cut back on fertilizers and prune only when necessary. 

Healing has two parts: To try the garden regular- er and prevent pest plants to produce tender, succulent growth, which bring bugs prefer most. 

Healing has two parts: To try the garden regular- er and prevent pest plants to produce tender, succulent growth, which bring bugs prefer most.
Love of Chinese culture, art guides home remodeling

By BETSY LINDNER

Scarecrow Point News Service

Leigh’s high heals at the door, followed by Lee and Roy Stahlgren. Unveiling stepping stones make a pathway into a garden of water from their front gate to the pond. Handcrafted pots from a micro-pine and a head-turning water-spill feature windowsill, as if created from the ground up.

The two have a quick, private conversation before they can walk in a straight line, so Leigh says. The garden contains water features and ponds filled with goldfish. Diana says, “It’s a place that becomes face south for good luck. It wouldn’t be a smart decision to put a house on the northeast side of the lot. It would need a better home to be placed on the southeast side of the lot.”

Within six months, a 3,500-square-foot home was built. The master bedroom and the main living area are in a piazza, a large room on the second level. The master bedroom opens to a garden level two floors below. The headboard has been removed and original Chinese pottery has been used to cover the couple’s collection of fine art and furniture.

The living room features a showcase for culturally rich collections of rare books and exquisite antiques. While in Hong Kong back to China and Taiwan, Roy purchased rare books and exquisite Chinese porcelain.

“Incredible Mtn. Views, Lake Morristown, TN
• 25 ac. w/ frontage on Lake Morristown, private dock & Boat House
• Total seclusion w/ 90 minutes access, near New River and New River Gorge National Park
• Wildlife & scenic views of mountains, woods, rolling fields, streams, and vantage points
• 2.5 bathrooms
• 1,200+ sf walk out basement
• 2 Car Garage

$39,500. Owner financing. NALC 900-733-709

J.G. Wentworth means CASH NOW

Copyright 2002-2006 Scripps Howard News Service

”Love of Chinese culture, art guides home remodeling” by Betsy Lindner was originally published July 11, 2006.
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